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2 INTRODUCTION
Advanced Hardwood Biofuels Northwest (AHBNW) is a research consortium funded through the United
States Department of Agriculture (National Institute of Food and Agriculture, Agriculture and Food
Research Initiative). The mission of AHBNW is to conduct research supporting the development of a
regional system utilizing renewable feedstocks to produce fuels and other products currently derived
from petroleum. AHBNW has focused on hybrid poplar as a feedstock for a five state region consisting
of: California, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. Research teams within AHBNW are
investigating poplar plantation management, chemical conversion processes, and sustainability.
A component of developing a regional industry is identifying a land base where hybrid poplar can be
grown. Both environmental and economic factors must be included to identify a realistic land base.
Poplar grows best with adequate precipitation, a mild growing season climate, and fertile soils.
However, for social, political, and environmental reasons, poplar plantations should not displace existing
highly productive and valuable farmlands.
This report summarizes the development of a spatial database for the five state region detailing lands
suitable for growing hybrid poplar. First, a suitability model was developed with and without irrigation,
incorporating climate, soil, and terrain factors. Next, county parcel data was collected and normalized
to add ownership and land use information.
Education and outreach are important elements of the AHBNW program. A publicly available web
application has been developed to provide access to suitability and land use information for all parcels in
the spatial database. Additional owner information is available exclusively to state and county
extension agents for contacting individuals that may be interested in receiving more information about
growing hybrid poplar.

3 METHODS
3.1 POPLAR SUITABILITY MODELING
Poplar suitability across the five state region was assessed using the analytic hierarchy process (FAO,
1976; Saaty, 2008). First, permanently non-suitable land was removed, including areas of Federal
ownership, developed land, areas with slopes greater than 15%, and areas with soil salinity greater than
4 deciSiemens per meter. For the remaining land, nine variables considered important for poplar
growth were identified: growing season precipitation, growing season temperature, growing season
length, soil texture and drainage, soil pH, soil salinity, and soil depth, water table depth; and slope
(Schuette, 2009; vaan Oosten, 2006). Normalizing functions were developed for each variable, and
contribution to overall suitability was defined by assigning pairwise importance weights. Normalized
values and weights were multiplied together to calculate a final suitability value for each cell. Suitability
was analyzed with and without irrigation. The suitability score with irrigation assumed an adequate
water supply was available and removed precipitation and water table depth.
3.1.1 Data
Table 1 lists the datasets used in the poplar suitability modeling.
Table 1. Data sources used for poplar suitability modeling.

Description
Average Monthly Precipitation and High
Temperature
Growing Season Length (Frost Free Days)

Soil pH, Salinity, Texture, Drainage Class, and
Depth to Water Table
Soil Depth

Slope

Source
PRISM Climate Group (Daly, et al., 2008)
Utah Climate Center Freeze Dates; Global
Historical Climatology Network, NOAA National
Climatic Data Center
STATSGO2 (NRCS Soil Survey Staff, 2012)
The Human Footprint in the West: A Large-scale
Analysis of Anthropogenic Impacts (Leu, Hanser,
& Knick, 2008)
The National Elevation Dataset (Gesch, et al.,
2002)

3.1.2 Suitability Factor Normalizing Functions
Normalizing functions were developed using poplar grower survey results and a literature review to
convert values for each factor into a score from 0 to 1. For each factor, suitability scores were
calculated for each month during the growing season (April – September). The final suitability score for
each factor was the average of the monthly scores.

3.1.2.1 Precipitation
Average monthly precipitation (inches) from April to
September.
Variable
Suitability Description
Range
Score
0 – 1 inch
0
Too dry
1 – 2 inches
0–1
Marginal dry
>= 2 inches
1
Ideal

3.1.2.2 Temperature
Average monthly high temperature (F) from April to
September.
Variable
Suitability Description
Range
Score
0 – 32 degrees
0
Too cold
32 – 60 degrees
0–1
Marginal cold
60 – 85 degrees
1
Ideal
85 – 95 degrees
0–1
Marginal hot
>= 95 degrees
0
Too hot

3.1.2.3 Growing Season Length
The number of days between the first frost free day
in Spring and the last frost free day in Autumn.
Variable
Suitability
Description
Range
Score
0 – 89 days
0
Too short
90 – 210 days
0–1
Marginal short

3.1.2.4 Soil pH
The pH of the soil.
Variable
Suitability
Range
Score
0 – 4.5 pH
0
4.5 – 5.5 pH
0–1
5.5 – 7.5 pH
1
7.5 – 8.0 pH
0–1
>= 8.0 pH
0

Description
Too acidic
Marginal acidic
Ideal
Marginal alkaline
Too alkaline

3.1.2.5 Soil Salinity
Soil salinity measured by the electrical conductivity
of the soil. Units are deciSiemens per meter (dS/m).
Variable
Suitability
Description
Range
Score
0 – 2 dS/m
1
Ideal
2 – 4 dS/m
0–1
Marginal saline
>= 4 dS/m
Excluded from the suitability
analysis (Too saline)

3.1.2.6 Soil Depth
The depth (inches) of the soil.
Variable
Suitability
Range
Score
0 – 20 inches
0
20 – 40 inches
0–1
>= 40 inches
1

Description
Too shallow
Marginal shallow
Ideal

3.1.2.7 Water Table Depth
The depth (inches) to the water table. For the
irrigation model, the score is 1 for any depth greater
than or equal to 40 inches.
Variable Range Suitability
Description
Score
0 – 20 inches
0
Too shallow
20 – 40 inches
0–1
Marginal shallow
40 – 100 inches
1
Ideal
>= 100 inches
0–1
Marginal deep

3.1.2.8 Slope
The slope (%) of the terrain.
Variable
Suitability
Description
Range
Score
0 – 10 %
1
Ideal
10 – 15 %
0–1
Marginal steep
> 15 %
Excluded from the suitability
analysis (Too steep)

3.1.2.9 Soil Texture and Drainage
Soil texture and drainage interact to affect soil suitability. Soil texture was classified by the percent
sand, silt, and clay according to a standard soil triangle (NRCS Soil Survey Staff, 1999). Drainage class
was provided in the soil data. A suitability score was assigned according to texture and drainage class,
and whether irrigation was assumed. Scores are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Suitability scores for soil texture and drainage classes. Scores in parentheses assume irrigation.

Excessively
Drained
Clay
Sandy Clay
Clay Loam
Sand
Loamy Sand
Sandy Loam
Silty Loam

0.0 (0.2)
0.0 (0.2)
0.0 (0.2)
0.0 (0.4)
0.0 (0.4)
0.0 (0.4)
0.0 (0.4)

Somewhat
Excessively
Drained
0.0 (0.2)
0.2 (0.4)
0.4 (0.6)
0.0 (0.4)
0.4 (0.8)
0.6 (1.0)
0.4 (0.8)

Well
Drained
0.0
0.6
0.8
0.0
0.8
1.0
0.8

Moderate
Well
Drained
0.0
0.6
0.8
0.0
0.8
1.0
0.8

Somewhat
Poorly
Drained
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Poorly
Drained
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Very
Poorly
Drained
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.1.3 Factor Weights
Suitability scores for each factor were multiplied by weights and summed to calculate the final overall
suitability. Weights assigned greater importance to the final suitability score for more important
factors. Weights were determined from survey results provided by poplar growers. Table 3 lists the
factor weights.
Table 3. Factor weights with and without irrigation.

Factor
Precipitation
Temperature
Soil Texture and Drainage
Soil pH
Soil Salinity
Soil Depth
Water Table Depth
Growing Season Length
Slope
Sum

Without Irrigation

With Irrigation
0.33
0.17
0.17
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.02
1

0.0
0.26
0.26
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.04
0.02
1

3.2 PARCELS
3.2.1 Normalization
Parcel data is developed and
maintained by each county with
different spatial coordinate systems
and attributes. There are 233
counties in the project study area,
meaning there are 233 different ways
the parcel data is stored. These
different datasets were normalized
into the format used by the
Washington State Parcel Database
(Rogers, Cooke, & Comnick, 2012).
The parcels were projected into a
custom projection developed by
project partners at UC Davis. The
final project database included 17.6
million parcels in Washington,
Oregon, California, Idaho, and
Montana. Counties with available
parcel data are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Counties with available parcel data are shown in green.

3.2.2

Data Sources

3.2.2.1 Washington
Washington data was acquired from the Washington State Parcel Database
(https://depts.washington.edu/wagis/projects/parcels/). This database was developed in 2012. At that
time, Asotin and Whitman counties in Washington State did not have spatial parcel records, and parcel
data was not available for Columbia County. These three counties were not included.
3.2.2.2 Oregon
Oregon data was developed from two sources. The spatial parcel boundaries were downloaded from
ORMAP (http://www.ormap.net/). The owner names and assessment data were provided by the
Oregon Department of Forestry for parcels they deemed to be forested. These attributes are not
available for the other parcels. Of the 1.9 million parcels in Oregon, owner names and assessment
information are available for 355,000.
3.2.2.3 California
California parcels for all counties except Orange County, were downloaded from the California Digital
Land Records Information (DLRI) project. The data is fiscal year 2010/2011. Orange County parcels
were downloaded from Orange County’s giscloud.com website: https://ocdata.giscloud.com/ in August
of 2014. In 2011, the state of California passed California Government Codes 6254.21/6254.24 which
say that “No state or local agency shall post the home address or telephone number of any elected or

appointed official on the Internet without first obtaining the written permission of that individual”.
Because counties cannot easily determine which names and addresses belong to “elected or appointed
official[s]”, owner name and address information is unavailable for all counties in California. County
assessors can provide this information using the parcel numbers in the “AssessorParcelID” field of the
web applications.
3.2.2.4 Idaho
Idaho parcel data was acquired from various sources in July of 2015. Parcel data was not available for
the following six counties: Bear Lake, Boundary, Lincoln, Minidoka, Power and Valley. The following
counties were downloaded directly from the county assessor: Ada, Bannock, Bingham, Blaine, Bonner,
Bonneville, Canyon, Clearwater, Custer, Fremont, Jefferson, Kootenai, Latah, Madison, Nez Perce, and
Teton. The remaining counties were downloaded from Idaho Parcels (http://maps.idahoparcels.us/).
3.2.2.5 Montana
Montana data was acquired from the Montana Cadastral website (http://svc.mt.gov/msl/mtcadastral/)
in December of 2012. Shapefiles and Orion SQL databases for each county were downloaded and
combined for this project.
3.2.3 Attributes
Owner name and address and assessed land use were of primary interest for the study. These attributes
were not available for all counties. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the availability of owner information and
land use, respectively. County specific parcel identification numbers were universally available, allowing
owner and land use information to be retrieved from county assessors for almost any parcel.

Figure 2. Counties with available owner information are shown in green.

Figure 3. Counties with available land use information are shown in green.

Land uses were normalized from the 25,000 land uses assigned by various counties to a 30 value
standardized land use system and further, to a five value, project specific land use system. The final
project specific land use categories are: forest, agriculture, undeveloped rural, other, and unknown.

3.3 INTEGRATING PARCELS WITH POPLAR SUITABILITY
Poplar suitability was summarized for each parcel by intersecting the parcel and suitability layers.
Within parcel area weighted averages were calculated for suitability scores with and without irrigation,
as well as for other continuous suitability factors. For the classified factors soil texture and drainage,
maximum area was used to select the most common class for the parcel.

4 RESULTS
The identification of the land base suitable for poplar growth begins with the suitability models. These
models identify areas based on soil, climate, land cover, and general ownership data, and consider
farming systems with and without irrigation (Figure 4). Across the five state region there are nearly 100
million acres that have the physical capability to grow hybrid poplar (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Map of model-based suitability. Green areas are marginally suitable or better according to either the irrigated or nonirrigated suitability models.
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Figure 5. Chart of model-based suitable acres by state.
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Ideally, hybrid poplar would be grown on sites that do not need to be irrigated and rely on natural
precipitation. Areas where hybrid poplar would grow with and without irrigation were identified (Figure
6). Across the five state region there are 96 million acres of suitable non-irrigated land with an additional
3 million acres of land that would be suitable with irrigation (Figure 7). It should be noted however that
in almost all areas irrigating improves the suitability of the land for growing hybrid poplar.

Figure 6. Map of model-based suitability. Green areas are marginally suitable or better in the non-irrigated suitability model.
Dark gray areas are marginally suitable or better in the irrigated model.
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Figure 7. Chart of model-based suitable acres by irrigation need.
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Suitability models are too coarse to identify the true land base because they are not restricted by land
uses and ownership patterns. To address this issue, the suitability models were combined with parcels
and the suitability of each parcel was determined. Figure 8 shows a map of 10 acre and larger parcels in
green are suitable without irrigation. The parcels in gray are suitable but require irrigation. Across the
five state area there are 47 million acres of land suitable for growing hybrid poplar without irrigation on
10 acre and larger parcels, nearly two-thirds of which are in the State of Montana (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Map of parcel-based suitability. Dark gray areas are all parcels with at least 10 acres of land with any suitability.
Green areas are parcels with at least 10 acres suitable without irrigation.
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Figure 9. Chart of parcel-based suitable irrigated and non-irrigated acres.
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Once parcels that are suitable without irrigation are identified, they can be classified by the assessed
land use. Undeveloped rural lands were identified as preferable locations to grow hybrid poplar to avoid
displacing food crops on existing agricultural lands. It was also assumed that forest lands will not be
converted to hybrid poplar production for economic reasons (Figure 10). Across the five state area there
are nearly 1 million acres of undeveloped land that are suitable for growing hybrid poplar without
irrigation (Figure 11).

Figure 10. Map of parcel-based suitability. Dark gray areas are all parcels with at least 10 acres of land with any suitability and
land use. Green areas are parcels with at least 10 acres suitable without irrigation and an undeveloped rural land use.
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Figure 11. Chart of suitable 10+ acre parcels by land use and irrigation need.

The parcel level suitability can be summarized up to larger areas, such as counties, to identify areas in
the project region that could receive greater focus.

Figure 12. Map of summarized parcel-based suitability by county.

Land use and irrigation restrictions can be relaxed to include more acreage. For instance, adding in
agricultural lands, and undeveloped rural lands that can be irrigated increases the available land base.

Figure 13. Map of parcel-based suitability by land use.

Parcel-level suitability with land use can be seen in Figure 13. Dark gray areas are all parcels with at least
10 acres of land with any suitability. Green areas are parcels with at least 10 acres suitable without
irrigation and an undeveloped rural land use. Tan areas are parcels with at least 10 acres suitable
without irrigation and an agriculture land use. Blue areas are parcels with at least 10 acres suitable using
irrigation and an undeveloped rural land use.

Nos surprisingly in Washington, Oregon and California there are about ten times as many suitable, nonirrigated acres on agricultural lands as there are on undeveloped rural lands. In Montana nearly 99.9% of
the suitable, non-irrigated acreage is on existing agricultural lands (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Chart of suitable parcel acres by land use and irrigation need.

WEB APPLICATIONS
4.1 SUITABILITY MODEL WEB APPLICATION
Suitability models and supporting data are available at: http://nrsig.org/apps/ahbnw/suitability. These
data are also provided as an ArcGIS layer file and web service for integration into desktop ArcMap and
ArcCatalog.

4.2 PARCEL SUITABILITY
Parcel level suitability estimates are available at: http://nrsig.org/apps/ahbnw/. Users can click on
individual parcels to learn about their attributes, or choose suitability criteria and download lists of
parcels meeting those criteria.

4.3 PARCEL SUITABILITY WITH OWNER NAMES
A secured version of parcel level suitability estimates with owner names and addresses is available for
internal project partners at: http://nrsig.org/apps/ahbnw/ownership.
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6 APPENDIX A – HOW TO USE THE WEB APPLICATIONS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The AHBNW Parcel Suitability Web App is a tool designed to examine the poplar site suitability of any
property in the five state AHBNW region.
It can be accessed at two locations:
1. The general public can access site data without owner information at:
http://nrsig.org/apps/ahbnw/
2. Project partners may access a secure web service with owner information at:
http://nrsig.org/apps/ahbnw/ownership/
This tool is designed to work in a web browser on a desktop or laptop. Usage on mobile and touch
devices will likely have issues.

6.2 GENERAL USAGE INFORMATION
Information about parcels is accessed by clicking on the map.
On initial page load, the map is zoomed-out, so that the entire project region is visible. Areas where
parcel level poplar site suitability information is available are shown in light brown.

To access parcel information, zoom in beyond the 1:600,000 scale. This restriction is in place to speed
up the application. Accessing the large amount of data supporting this web app slows performance
when zoomed out. Scale information is visible in the bottom left corner of the map. When you have
zoomed in enough, the light brown parcel availability layer will turn off, and the parcels will turn on. At
this point you may begin querying the data.

If you are Identifying an Individual Parcel, a dialog window will pop-up when you click on a parcel.

If you are making a List of Parcels, selected parcels will be highlighted in blue, and their attribute data
will be added to a table in the Query Results pane at the bottom of the map. Each new query will
highlight new parcels and reload the tabular data in the Query Results pane.
Tabular data for your query results, may be downloaded as CSV files, by clicking on the download
button.

6.3 PANES
There are three panes located on the right side of the webpage: Layers, Legend, and Query. There is an
additional pane, Query Results, along the bottom of the map.

When the page loads, The Query pane will be visible and the Query Results pane will be minimized.
You can change between the three right-side panes by clicking on their titles. You can make the rightside panes wider/narrower by dragging their left edge.
You can expand/minimize the Query Results pane by clicking on the up/down arrow on the right side of
the pane, or by dragging the top edge of the pane up and down.

6.3.1

Layers Pane

6.3.1.1 Layers
The Layers pane contains a list of the different data layers that are available within the web app. Each
layer can be turned on and off by clicking the check boxes. By default the suitability model layers and
the modeled water availability layer are turned off.
Even if they are checked-on, the Parcels layer is only visible when you are zoomed-in beyond 1:600,000,
and the Available Parcels layer is only visible when you are zoomed-out beyond 1:600,000.
6.3.1.2 Parcel Symbology
The parcels layer has several color schemes available. You may switch between them using the drop
down menu under the Parcel Symbology label. Selecting any option will automatically change the Parcel
layer in the map. Symbology will only be visible if you are zoomed-in beyond 1:600,000. Explanations of
the symbols are in the Legend pane.
Available Symbology options:






Suitability Class: the final classification of each parcel’s suitability for growing poplar.
Irrigated Suitability Score: The area-weighted suitability value of each parcel using the irrigated
suitability model.
Non-Irrigated Suitability Score: the area-weighted suitability value of each parcel using the nonirrigated suitability model.
Land Use Category: the normalized land use classification containing the primary land uses of
interest for this project.
Public/Private Ownership: whether a parcel is publicly or privately owned. This is a best guess
made using public ownership datasets specific to each state, and should not be used as a
definitive ownership classification.

6.3.2 Legend Pane
The Legend pane displays the symbology and description of the layers that are checked-on in the Layers
pane.
6.3.3 Query Pane
The Query pane allows you to define the type of query you would like to perform on the poplar site
suitability data. This is the primary pane of the web app.
The Query pane must be open in order to query the data. If you click on the map when this pane is not
open, a warning will appear in the Query Results pane to alert you.
The map must be zoomed-in beyond 1:600,000 in order to query the data. If you click on the map when
you are not zoomed-in enough, a warning will appear in the Query Results pane to alert you.
Further information is available in the Queries section below.
6.3.4 Query Results Pane
The Query Results pane contains tabular attribute data for results of Make a List of Parcels queries.
Each query will reload the table. The table can be downloaded by clicking on the download button. This

will create a CSV file with the name AHBNWParcelQueryResults.csv which can be opened in Microsoft
Excel, a text editor, or imported into GIS software.
On initial page load, this pane will be minimized along the bottom of the page. It will only open when
the up arrow is clicked on by the user, or when the top edge is dragged upwards. If you perform a Make
a List of Parcels query and the pane is not open, a warning will appear in the Query Results pane to alert
you.

6.4 QUERIES
There are two types of query available, Identifying an Individual Parcel, and Making a List of Parcels (the
default).
6.4.1 Identify an Individual Parcel
If you are interested in examining the attributes of a single parcel, select the Identify an Individual Parcel
radio button. Then, if you have the Query pane open and are zoomed-in beyond 1:600,000, click on the
map, and the dialog window will pop-up.
This dialog window contains multiple tabs each with specific parcel attributes:








Suitability: the suitability class, suitability scores, water availability model score, and the
number of acres in different suitability categories.
Climate: temperature, precipitation, and growing season length.
Site: slope, soil characteristics, and depth to water table.
Land Use/Land Cover: categorized and assessed land use, and the percentage of the parcel in
different land cover classes.
Parcel: county, state, identification numbers, assessed acres, market and/or taxable values, site
address, legal description, township, section, and range, and a link to the county assessor’s
webpage for this parcel (only available for some counties in Washington).
Ownership: this tab is only visible in the secure project partner’s web service. It contains the
name and address information of the parcel owner.

6.4.2 Make a List of Parcels
If you are interested in finding all of the parcels that meet specific suitability criteria, select the Make a
List of Parcels radio button. This will make several search criteria visible.
6.4.2.1 Search Radius
Parcels are selected based on their distance from the point you click on the map. If you would like to
find parcels within a specific distance of where you click, adjust this value. Distances are measured in
miles. The default value is one mile. When you click on the map a gray dashed circle will appear. This is
the search radius. It is centered on a gray ‘X’ marking the point where you clicked.
6.4.2.2 Minimum amount of suitable acres
If you are interested in identifying parcels with particular suitability characteristics, these options can be
adjusted.
The default values require a parcel to have at least 10 acres of land in any suitability class using the
irrigated model.

Clicking the Reset button will restore all of the default search criteria. It will also clear the selected
parcels on the map and empty the Query Results table.
6.4.2.2.1 Suitability Model
There are two suitability models:



Irrigated: irrigation water is available, so precipitation is not a factor in suitability.
Non-irrigated: irrigation water is not available, suitability is driven by the availability of
precipitation.

6.4.2.2.2 Suitability Class
There are four suitability classes:





Highly suitable: a suitability score in the selected model greater than 80
Moderately suitable: a suitability score in the selected model greater than 60 and 80 or less
Marginally suitable: a suitability score in the selected model greater than 40 and 60 or less
Currently not suitable: a suitability score in the selected model of 40 or less

The value ‘Any’ will not place any restrictions on parcel suitability class.
Selecting one of the other values will identify parcels that have your chosen suitability class or better.
For instance, if you choose ‘Moderately or better’, the moderately acres and highly suitable acres will be
added together to meet the minimum threshold.
6.4.2.2.3 Acres
This is the minimum number of acres a parcel must have in the chosen suitability model and class.
6.4.2.3 Land use category
There are five land use categories for this project: forest, agriculture, undeveloped rural, other, and
unknown. If you are interested in selecting only parcels with a specific land use, you can use this drop
down menu to limit your query to a single land use. By default, ‘Any’ is selected, which places no
restrictions on land use.

6.5 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
6.5.1 Other Tools
Within the map there are zoom buttons and a home button in the top left corner. The home button will
zoom the map back to its full initial extent.
There is also a Switch Basemap button that will expand when clicked to show you different available
basemaps. You can choose between several imagery, road, and topographic basemaps. The default
basemap is Light Gray Canvas. When you have chosen your preferred basemap, click the Switch
Basemap header again to close the window.
6.5.2 Additional Resources
Within the header of the page are several links.

By Clicking on the Logo or Name, you will be taken to the Advanced Hardwood Biofuels Northwest
project website, http://hardwoodbiofuels.org/.
On the top right there are several additional links. Clicking on Suitability Models will take you to a GIS
web service containing the data underlying the poplar site suitability models. This service can be used in
your web browser or within your own GIS software or web services.
Terms and Conditions of Use and Online Privacy Statement links will take you to official University of
Washington web pages about user rights and privacy information.

7 APPENDIX B – WEB SERVICE METADATA
7.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM
All spatial data for this project was developed in a custom regional projection called Pacific Northwest
Albers, created by project partners at UC Davis. It is defined at: SR-ORG:7257, SR-ORG:7258, and SRORG:7260.
The projection information in ESRI wkt format is:
PROJCS["NAD83 / Pacific NorthWest
Albers",GEOGCS["GCS_North_American_1983",DATUM["D_North_American_1983",SPHEROID["GRS_19
80",6378137,298.257222101]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0],UNIT["Degree",0.017453292519943295]],PROJ
ECTION["Albers"],PARAMETER["standard_parallel_1",41],PARAMETER["standard_parallel_2",47],PARA
METER["latitude_of_origin",44],PARAMETER["central_meridian",120],PARAMETER["false_easting",0],PARAMETER["false_northing",0],UNIT["Meter",1]]

7.2 ATTRIBUTE METADATA
7.2.1

ID Numbers

7.2.1.1

PolyID

7.2.1.1.1
7.2.2
7.2.2.1

string (12) PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL

The unique identifier for each parcel created in the data normalization process.
USNationalGridID

7.2.2.1.1 string (50) NULL
US National Grid identifier at the 1 meter level. This was calculated during the normalization process by
creating a point for each parcel guaranteed to be inside that parcel and calculating a Military Grid
Reference System (MGRS) code based on the geometry of that point.

7.2.2.2

TaxRollID

7.2.2.2.1 string (12) NOT NULL
The unique identifier for each tax roll created in the data normalization process. It begins with the
DataProviderID value.
7.2.2.3

SourceParcelID

7.2.2.3.1 string (50) NULL
The unique parcel identification number created by the data providing organization. Can be used with a
county Assessor’s office to get further information about a parcel.
7.2.2.4

TaxAccountID

7.2.2.4.1 string (50) NULL
The unique taxpayer identification number for each parcel created by each data providing organization.
7.2.2.5

DataProviderType

7.2.2.5.1 short NOT NULL
Data provider entity type.
Values:
2: Montana County
3: California County
4: Washington County
5: Oregon County
6: Washington State Agency
7: Idaho County
8: Federal Data in Washington State
7.2.2.6

DataProviderID

7.2.2.6.1 short NULL
The unique identification number for each data providing organization. This is a concatenation of the
DataProviderType for a parcel and a number string. Counties are numbered sequentially in alphabetical
order within each state. Number strings start with 01 and range up to 58.
7.2.3
7.2.3.1

Acres
GISAcres

7.2.3.1.1 double NULL
The acreage of each parcel, calculated during the normalization process using the parcel feature
geometry.

7.2.3.2

TabularAcres

7.2.3.2.1 double NULL
The total acreage of each parcel as measured by the data providing organization.
7.2.3.3

ParcelAcres

7.2.3.3.1 double NULL
The acreage of each parcel, calculated by the database during the building of this final dataset, using the
parcel feature geometry.
7.2.3.4

IrrHighlySuitableAcres

7.2.3.4.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are highly suitable using the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The highly suitable category has suitability scores higher than 80.
7.2.3.5

IrrModeratelySuitableAcres

7.2.3.5.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are moderately suitable using the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The moderately suitable category has suitability scores higher than 60 and 80 or less.
7.2.3.6

IrrMarginallySuitableAcres

7.2.3.6.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are marginally suitable using the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The marginally suitable category has suitability scores higher than 40 and 60 or less.
7.2.3.7

IrrCurrentlyNotSuitableAcres

7.2.3.7.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are currently not suitable using the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The currently not suitable category has suitability scores of 40 or less.
7.2.3.8

NotIrrHighlySuitableAcres

7.2.3.8.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are highly suitable using the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The highly suitable category has suitability scores higher than 80.
7.2.3.9

NotIrrModeratelySuitableAcres

7.2.3.9.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are moderately suitable using the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The moderately suitable category has suitability scores higher than 60 and 80 or less.

7.2.3.10 NotIrrMarginallySuitableAcres
7.2.3.10.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are marginally suitable using the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The marginally suitable category has suitability scores higher than 40 and 60 or less.
7.2.3.11 NotIrrCurrentlyNotSuitableAcres
7.2.3.12 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are currently not suitable using the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
The currently not suitable category has suitability scores of 40 or less.
7.2.3.13 PermanentlyNotSuitableAcres
7.2.3.13.1 double NULL DEFAULT 0
The acres of each parcel that are permanently not suitable. Areas are permanently not suitable if they
have a developed land cover, are water, are owned by the Federal Government, have a slope of 15
percent or greater, or have a soil salinity of 4 deciSiemens/meter or greater.
7.2.4
7.2.4.1

Suitability
SuitabilityScore

7.2.4.1.1 short NULL
Two Poplar Suitability Models were developed for this project, one in which irrigation is available
(Irrigated Model), and one in which irrigation is not available (Not-Irrigated Model). Additionally a
Water Availability Model was developed from satellite imagery estimating the likelihood that an area
has irrigation available. The Not-Irrigated Model and the Water Availability Model were used to assign
the suitability score of each parcel.
If the Not-Irrigated suitability score was at least 60, the IrrSuitabilityScore was used.
If the Not-Irrigated suitability score was less than 60, but the Water Availability score was at least 50, the
IrrSuitabilityScore was used.
If the Not-Irrigated suitability score was less than 60, and the Water Availability score was less than 50,
the NotIrrSuitabilityScore was used.
IrrSuitabilityScore and NotIrrSuitabilityScore are defined below.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.4.2

SuitabilityClass

7.2.4.2.1 short NULL
Two Poplar Suitability Models were developed for this project, one in which irrigation is available
(Irrigated Model), and one in which irrigation is not available (Not-Irrigated Model). Additionally, a
Water Availability Model was developed from satellite imagery estimating the likelihood that an area

has irrigation available. The Not-Irrigated Model and the Water Availability Model were used to classify
the suitability of each parcel.
Values:
1: Suitable without irrigation (Not-Irrigated suitability score of at least 60, which is moderately or
highly suitable)
2: Not suitable without irrigation, water available (Not-Irrigated suitability score less than 60 and
Water Availability score of at least 50)
3: Not suitable without irrigation, water not available (Not-Irrigated suitability score less than 60 and
Water Availability score less than 50)

7.2.4.3

IrrSuitabilityScore

7.2.4.3.1 short NULL
The poplar suitability score for each parcel based on the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
Excludes permanently not suitable areas.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.4.4

IrrOverallSuitabilityScore

7.2.4.4.1 short NULL
The poplar suitability score for each parcel based on the Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
Includes permanently not suitable areas.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.4.5

NotIrrSuitabilityScore

7.2.4.5.1 short NULL
The poplar suitability score for each parcel based on the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
Excludes permanently not suitable areas.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.4.6

NotIrrOverallSuitabilityScore

7.2.4.6.1 short NULL
The poplar suitability score for each parcel based on the Not-Irrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
Includes permanently not suitable areas.

This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.4.7

PotentiallySuitPctOfParcel

7.2.4.7.1 double NULL
The percentage of each parcel that has not been excluded as ‘permanently not suitable’ in the NotIrrigated Poplar Suitability Model.
Possible Values range from 0 to 1.
7.2.5
7.2.5.1

Climate
GrowingSeasonLengthDays

7.2.5.1.1 smallint NULL
The number of days between last freeze in the spring and first freeze in the fall. Values must be 90 or
greater for poplar, but longer is more ideal. This dataset was developed from Global Historical
Climatology Network (GHCN) data compiled by Utah State University.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.5.2

GrowingSeasonLengthClass

7.2.5.2.1 short NULL
GrowningSeasonLengthDays classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Too short (less than 90 days)
2: Adequate (90 to 210 days)
3: Ideal (longer than 210 days)
7.2.5.3

GrowingSeasonAvgMaxTempF

7.2.5.3.1 short NULL
The average maximum temperature in Fahrenheit across the growing season (March through
September) for each parcel. Values between 60 and 85 are ideal for poplar, but can range from 32 to 95.
Developed from the 30 year Normal PRISM data (years 1971 to 2000).
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.5.4

GrowingSeasonMaxMaxTempF

7.2.5.4.1 short NULL
The highest maximum temperature in Fahrenheit across the growing season (March through
September) for each parcel. Values between 60 and 85 are ideal for poplar, but can range from 32 to 95.
Developed from the 30 year Normal PRISM data (years 1971 to 2000).
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.

7.2.5.5

GrowingSeasonAvgMaxTempClass

7.2.5.5.1 short NULL
GrowingSeasonAvgMaxTempF classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization
scheme.
Values:
1: Too cold (32 or less)
2: Cool (higher than 32 and less than 60)
3: Ideal (60 or more and 85 or less)
4: Hot (more than 85 and less than 95)
5: Too hot (95 or more)
7.2.5.6

GrowingSeasonTotalPrecipIn

7.2.5.6.1 double NULL
The cumulative total precipitation in inches across the growing season (March through September) for
each parcel. Values greater than 2 are ideal for poplar, but they can range down to 1. Developed from
the 30 year Normal PRISM data (years 1971 to 2000).
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.5.7

GrowingSeasonAvgPrecipIn

7.2.5.7.1 double NULL
The average monthly precipitation in inches during the growing season (March through September) for
each parcel. This is calculated by dividing GrowingSeasonTotalPrecipIn by 7 (the number of months in
the growing season). Developed from the 30 year Normal PRISM data (years 1971 to 2000).
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.5.8

GrowingSeasonAvgPrecipClass

7.2.5.8.1 short NULL
GrowingSeasonAvgPrecipIn classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Too dry (1 or less)
2: Dry (more than 1 and less than 2)
3: Ideal (2 or more)
7.2.5.9

WaterRightsScore

7.2.5.9.1 short NULL
The amount of suitable habitat for poplar increases dramtically if irrigation is available. Water rights
information is not available for the majority of the AHB-NW five state region, but the presence of
photosynthetically active vegetation in otherwise dry agricultural areas during the summer suggests that
the area is irrigated and therefore that the landowner has water rights.

An NDVI dataset derived from Global Land Survey (GLS) imagery was used to determine where there is
photosynthetically active vegetation, which was then used to model the likelihood of water availability.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.6
7.2.6.1

Soil
SoilDepthIn

7.2.6.1.1 short NULL
The soil depth in inches for each parcel. Soil depth in the western United States obtained from the
STATSGO Soils Database. Values must be greater than 20 inches, but deeper is more ideal. This dataset
was developed by the USGS as part of the Human Footprint in the West project.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.2

SoilDepthClass

7.2.6.2.1 short NULL
SoildDepthIn classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Too shallow (20 or less)
2: Shallow (more than 20 and less than 40)
3: Ideal (40 or more)
7.2.6.3

SoilpH

7.2.6.3.1 double NULL
The soil pH (the measure of acidity or alkalinity of the soil) for each parcel. Values between 5.5 and 7.5
are ideal for poplar, but can range from 4.5 to 8. This dataset was developed in ArcGIS 10.1 using the
NRCS Soil Data Viewer Extension. Attributes were calculated state by state using NRCS state STATSGO
datasets available at the NRCS Soil Data Mart.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.4

SoilpHClass

7.2.6.4.1 short NULL
SoilpH classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Too acidic (4.5 or less)
2: Acidic (more than 4.5 and less than 5.5)
3: Ideal (5.5 or more and 7.5 or less)
4: Alkaline (more than 7.5 and less than 8.5)
5: Too alkaline (8.5 or more)

7.2.6.5

SoilSalinitydSm

7.2.6.5.1 double NULL
The soil salinity in deciSiemens/meter for each parcel. Electrical conductivity is a measure of the
concentration of water-soluble salts in soils. It is used to indicate saline soils. Values less than 2
deciSiemens/meter are ideal for poplar, but can range up to 4. This dataset was developed in ArcGIS
10.1 using the NRCS Soil Data Viewer Extension. Attributes were calculated state by state using NRCS
state STATSGO datasets available at the NRCS Soil Data Mart.
Areas with soil salinity greater than 4 deciSiemens/meter were permanently excluded from the Poplar
Suitability Models.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.6

SoilSalinityClass

7.2.6.6.1 short NULL
SoilSalinitydSm classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Ideal (2 or less)
2: Saline (more than 2 and less than 4)
3: Too saline (4 or more)
7.2.6.7

SoilSalinityLT4dSmPctOfParcel

7.2.6.7.1 double NULL
The percentage of each parcel that has a soil salinity value less than 4. Areas with soil salinity greater
than 4 deciSiemens/meter were permanently excluded from the Poplar Suitability Models.
Possible values range from 0 to 1.
7.2.6.8

SoilDrainageClass

7.2.6.8.1 short NULL
The frequency and duration of wet periods for the soil. Values range from excessively drained (water is
removed rapidly from the soil) to very poorly drained (soil is wet at shallow depths periodically during
the growing season or remains wet for long periods). This dataset was developed in ArcGIS 10.1 using
the NRCS Soil Data Viewer Extension. Attributes were calculated state by state using NRCS state
STATSGO datasets available at the NRCS Soil Data Mart.
Values:
0: Unknown
1: Excessively drained
2: Somewhat excessively drained
3: Well drained
4: Moderately well drained
5: Somewhat poorly drained
6: Poorly drained

7: Very poorly drained
7.2.6.9

SoilTextureClass

7.2.6.9.1 short NULL
Classification of the soil based on the proportions of sand, silt, and clay (by weight) for particles less than
2mm. This dataset was developed in ArcGIS 10.1 using the NRCS Soil Data Viewer Extension. Attributes
were calculated state by state using NRCS state STATSGO datasets available at the NRCS Soil Data Mart.
Values:
1: Clay
2: Sandy clay
3: Clay loam
4: Sand
5: Loamy sand
6: Sandy loam
7: Silty loam
7.2.6.10 WaterTableAvgDepthIn
7.2.6.10.1 short NULL
The average depth to the water table (a saturated zone in the soil that lasts at least a month), in inches,
across the growing season (March through September) for each parcel. For poplar, 40 to 100 inches (3.5
to 8 feet) is ideal, but values must be greater than 20 inches, and no more than 250 inches (21 feet). This
dataset was developed in ArcGIS 10.1 using the NRCS Soil Data Viewer Extension. Attributes were
calculated state by state using NRCS state STATSGO datasets available at the NRCS Soil Data Mart.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.11 WaterTableMinDepthIn
7.2.6.11.1 short NULL
The minimum depth to the water table (a saturated zone in the soil that lasts at least a month), in
inches, across the growing season (March through September) for each parcel.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.12 WaterTableMaxDepthIn
7.2.6.12.1 short NULL
The maximum depth to the water table (a saturated zone in the soil that lasts at least a month), in
inches, across the growing season (March through September) for each parcel.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.6.13 WaterTableAvgDepthClass
7.2.6.13.1 short NULL
WaterTableAvgDepthIn classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.

Values:
1: Too shallow (20 or less)
2: Shallow (more than 20 and less than 40)
3: Ideal (40 or more and 100 or less)
4: Deep (100 or more)
7.2.7
7.2.7.1

Slope
SlopePct

7.2.7.1.1 short NULL
The average slope of each parcel.
Areas with a slope greater than 15 percent were permanently excluded from the Poplar Suitability
Models.
This is an area weighted calculation for each parcel.
7.2.7.2

SlopeClass

7.2.7.2.1 short NULL
SlopePct classified according to our Poplar Suitability Model normalization scheme.
Values:
1: Ideal (10 or less)
2: Steep (more than 10 and less than 15)
3: Too steep (15 or more)
7.2.7.3

SlopeUnder15PctPctOfParcel

7.2.7.3.1 double NULL
The percentage of each parcel that has a slope less than 15 percent. Areas with slope greater than 15
percent were permanently excluded from the Poplar Suitability Models.
Possible Values range from 0 to 1.
7.2.8
7.2.8.1

Land Use / Land Cover
SourceLandUseDescription

7.2.8.1.1 string (100) NULL
The description of the land use of each parcel as determined by the Assessor at the data providing
organization.
7.2.8.2

AHBNWLandUseCD

7.2.8.2.1 short NULL
A normalized land use classification containing the primary land uses of interest for this project.
Values:
0: Unknown

1: Forest
2: Agriculture
3: Undeveloped Rural
4: Other
7.2.8.3

AFRILandUseCategory

7.2.8.3.1 string (100) NULL
A more descriptive land use classification scheme originally developed for normalizing California land
uses, but expanded to all states.
Values:
Unknown
Agriculture
Undeveloped
Timber
Developed Recreation
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Water
Mixed: Agriculture; Undeveloped
Mixed: Agriculture; Timber
Mixed: Agriculture; Developed Recreation
Mixed: Agriculture; Residential
Mixed: Agriculture; Commercial
Mixed: Agriculture; Industrial
Mixed: Undeveloped; Timber
Mixed: Undeveloped; Developed Recreation
Mixed: Undeveloped; Residential
Mixed: Undeveloped; Commercial
Mixed: Undeveloped; Industrial
Mixed: Timber; Developed Recreation
Mixed: Timber; Residential
Mixed: Timber; Commercial
Mixed: Timber; Industrial
Mixed: Developed Recreation; Residential
Mixed: Developed Recreation; Commercial
Mixed: Developed Recreation; Industrial
Mixed: Residential; Commercial
Mixed: Residential; Industrial
Mixed: Commercial; Industrial

7.2.8.4

MRLCForestPercent

7.2.8.4.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has a forest land cover classification in the National Land Cover
Database (NLCD) developed by the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium (MRLC).
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.8.5

USDANASSAgPercent

7.2.8.5.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has an agriculture land cover classification in the Cropscape –
Cropland Data Layer (CDL) developed by the USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service (NASS).
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.8.6

USGSGAPAgPercent

7.2.8.6.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has an agriculture land cover classification in the USGS National Gap
Analysis Program (GAP) Land Cover Data Set.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.8.7

USGSGAPDevPercent

7.2.8.7.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has a developed land cover classification in the USGS National Gap
Analysis Program (GAP) Land Cover Data Set.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.8.8

USGSGAPForestPercent

7.2.8.8.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has a forest land cover classification in the USGS National Gap Analysis
Program (GAP) Land Cover Data Set.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.8.9

USGSGAPWaterPercent

7.2.8.9.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has a water land cover classification in the USGS National Gap Analysis
Program (GAP) Land Cover Data Set.
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.

7.2.8.10 USGSNHDWaterPercent
7.2.8.10.1 short NULL
The percentage of the parcel that has a water land cover classification in a dataset made by combining
the USGS National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) and the NOAA Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, Highresolution Geography Database (GSHHG).
Possible Values range from 0 to 100.
7.2.9 Names
These fields are only available to approved users logged into our secure service.
7.2.9.1

Name

7.2.9.1.1 string (255) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s name as supplied by the data providing organization.
7.2.9.2

AddressLine1

7.2.9.2.1 string (255) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s first mailing address field as supplied by the data providing organization. This
may contain addresses, “care of” information, the names of additional owners, etc.
7.2.9.3

AddressLine2

7.2.9.3.1 string (255) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s second mailing address field as supplied by the data providing organization.
This may contain addresses, “care of” information, the names of additional owners, etc.
7.2.9.4

AddressLine3

7.2.9.4.1 string (255) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s third mailing address field as supplied by the data providing organization. This
may contain addresses, “care of” information, the names of additional owners, etc.
7.2.9.5

AddressCity

7.2.9.5.1 string (50) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s City as supplied by the data providing organization.
7.2.9.6

AddressState

7.2.9.6.1 string (50) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s State as supplied by the data providing organization.
7.2.9.7

AddressZip

7.2.9.7.1 string (50) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s zip code as supplied by the data providing organization.

7.2.9.8

AddressCountry

7.2.9.8.1 string (50) NULL
The owner or taxpayer’s country as supplied by the data providing organization.
7.2.10 Miscellaneous
7.2.10.1 AcquiredDate
7.2.10.1.1 date NOT NULL
The date the data was acquired from the data provider.
7.2.10.2 IntegratedDate
7.2.10.2.1 date NOT NULL
The date the data was normalized and added to the database.
7.2.10.3 ProcessParcelFlattened
7.2.10.3.1 short NULL
The number of polygons in the original data that were flattened to make each parcel in the database.
This is calculated during normalization. When there were two or more polygons for a parcel in the
original data that had identical geometries but had different attributes, they were assumed to be
multiple owners for the same parcel. Only a single polygon needs to be in the final database, but all
original attribute information for the different owners needs to be retained. A NULL value means there
was only a single polygon for the parcel, and no flattening was done.
7.2.10.4 ProcessParcelAggregated
7.2.10.4.1 short NULL
The number of parcels in the original data that were combined to make each multipart polygon parcel.
This is calculated during normalization. When there were two or more polygons in the original data with
different geometries but identical SourceParcelID values, it was assumed that these parcels were owned
by the same owner. The original polygons were all retained as a single, multipart polygon, but duplicate
versions of the attributes were removed. Only a single copy of the attribute information is needed in the
final database. A NULL value means there was only a single polygon for the SourceParcelID, and no
aggregating was done.
7.2.10.5 ProcessParcelDuplicatesRemoved
7.2.10.5.1 short NULL
The number of duplicate parcels in the original data. This is calculated during normalization. When there
were two or more polygons representing a single parcel in the original data with identical geometries
and identical attribute values, they were assumed to be multiple copies of the same parcel. Only a single
copy of the parcel and attribute information is needed in the final database, so duplicates were
removed. A NULL value means there was only a single polygon for the parcel, and no duplicates were
removed.

7.2.10.6 PseudoParcelFlag
7.2.10.6.1 short NULL
Flag identifying if the parcel geometry is a constructed "pseudo-parcel". Some data providers do not
maintain GIS parcel geometry. For these data providers, geometry was constructed using the parcel’s
legal description. For this dataset, there are no pseudo-parcels. Pseudo-parcels for Asotin and Whitman
counties in Washington were not included.
Values:
0: Not a pseudo-parcel
1: Pseudo-parcel
7.2.10.7 PublicLand
7.2.10.7.1 short NULL
Flag identifying if the parcel is public land. Public lands were identified using different source GIS
datasets for each state as described below. The ‘Query’ column is what was used to remove
unnecessary polygons from each dataset.
State

Source

Query

California

Protected Lands Database (CPAD)

LAYER NOT IN ('Private', 'Non Governmental
Organization')

Idaho

Surface Management Agency layer

MGMT_AGNCY IS NOT 'PRIVATE'

Montana

Pubic Lands framework layer

Oregon

Department of Forestry's Public
Ownership layer

LAND_OWN NOT IN ('private', 'Private',
'Undefined')

Washington

DNR Managed Land Parcel layer

SURFACE_RIGHTS_FLG = 'Y'

Washington

Non-DNR Major Public Lands layer

Values:
NULL: Not public land
1: Public land
7.2.10.8 SiteAddressFull
7.2.10.8.1 string (255) NULL
The full site address of the parcel as a single field. Determined by the data provider.

7.2.10.9 Township
7.2.10.9.1 string (50) NULL
The Public Land Survey System Township in which the parcel is located, as determined by the data
provider.
7.2.10.10 Range
7.2.10.10.1 string (50) NULL
The Public Land Survey System Range in which the parcel is located, as determined by the data provider.
7.2.10.11 Section
7.2.10.11.1 string (50) NULL
The Public Land Survey System section in which the parcel is located, as determined by the data
provider.
7.2.10.12 LegalDescription
7.2.10.12.1 string (1000) NULL
The legal description of the property boundaries for each parcel, as produced by the data providing
organization.
7.2.10.13 MarketValueTotal
7.2.10.13.1 integer NULL
The total market value of each parcel, as determined by the Assessor at the data providing organization.
7.2.10.14 TaxableValueTotal
7.2.10.14.1 integer NULL
The total taxable value of each parcel, as determined by the Assessor at the data providing organization.
7.2.10.15 AssessorURL
7.2.10.15.1 string (255) NULL
The address of the data provider website containing current tax information for each parcel. Only
available for some data providers in Washington State.

